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What’s in this report? 
This report is an annual snapshot of real-time usage data we collect for our GIS work and 

applications. We use this data to guide GIS program development at the City of Brooklyn Park, MN. 

 

How we collect usage data 
When someone opens one of our GIS apps, our GIS web server records some information. We use 

computer scripts to read that information and count how many people viewed our apps. The scripts 

automatically run every day, so most usage data collection is 100% hands-free. 

 

 
1. Someone views an app 

➔ 

 

 

 
2. A script reads the web log 

➔ 

 

 

 
3. It exports view counts 

 

How to read this report 

1. Read the in each section 

2. Read the bold text for important context 
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GIS workload 
2022 was our first full year as part of the Communications team. As planned, we changed up some of 

the categories, so the data isn’t directly comparable to 2021. These numbers include work done by 

the GIS Coordinator and our GIS interns. Strategic Work was a new category for capturing the GIS 

Coordinator’s time spent on long-term planning, i.e., not on project- or product-based work. You can 

find basic definitions of all these categories at the end of this report. 

 

 
 

We’re pleased to see that we generally maintained our workload distribution for 

Innovation and Training, seeing only a minor drop of 37% of our time in 2021 to 34% of our time 

in 2022. These two areas are where we spend critical time on keeping our GIS program fresh and up 

to date. It’s also good to see a very low amount of time spent on unplanned work around outages. 

The only area we’re displeased with is meetings, having spent 11% of our year in them. We’ll try to 

reduce this time in 2023. 

 

 
 

We’re not surprised by any of the numbers when we break the workload down by department (51% of 

our actual time was coded to citywide work, but we redistributed that across departments based on 

the number of GIS users they have). Some notable department projects in 2022 included the 

Huntington Place and Eidem Farm story maps (CD and Parks), Community Resources 

app (Parks), setting up FirstDue GIS integration (Fire), Street Maintenance Dashboard 

(O&M), and a new Elections and Polling app (Admin). 
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GIS data and apps 

In 2022, we add 15 new GIS datasets, including at least one new dataset for every department 

except for Police. As is standard for our GIS operations, none of the new datasets require any regular 

updates from our GIS team except for small changes on a seasonal or annual basis. We’re especially 

excited about new datasets like Conditional Use Permits (something we’ve wanted to bring into 

GIS for years!), expanding the existing inspections dataset to include Annual Rental 

Inspections, and bringing in Hydrant Flow Tests for easy viewing in CityView. 

 

 
 

Like last year, our GIS data and app collection grew sustainably. Every new dataset or 

app we create includes a maintenance plan. Those plans most often consist of a fully automated 

update process using SQL Server and Python. Other times we assign a small amount of maintenance 

work to the department we created the new data or app for. Whenever possible, we fit this work into 

processes departments are already doing, like managing a spreadsheet or collection of documents. 

 

We rebuilt or created 19 public maps and 2 internal GIS apps. That compares to 16 

public and 4 internal apps in 2021. Some of the most exciting new content we haven’t already 

mentioned in this report includes a new Brooklyn Park History story map and a Street 

Maintenance Request Dashboard. Following up on the success of our Street Maintenance 

Survey123 form in 2021, we also implemented a new Business, Housing, and Code Issue 

survey in 2022. We still have a lot of legacy apps to update, but we’re feeling good about our overall 

progress and use of the latest and greatest GIS tech! 
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GIS usage 

We support a collection of over 65 public and internal GIS apps (stable growth since last 

year). Most of our internal apps fall into the suite we call CityView. Our public-facing maps are, with 

few exceptions, hosted in the ArcGIS Online environment and connect to live GIS data in our 

enterprise geodatabase. With all our applications connected to enterprise data, we can do one data 

update to push out new information instantaneously. 

 

CityView 

CityView is the name of our main collection of internal web GIS applications. The average daily 

number of people using CityView was practically the same from 2021 to 2022 at 

81 and 82 respectively. 2022 was the second year ever (and in a row) of clearing 20,000 total 

annual views! 

 

 
 

59% of CityView users used on of our eight department apps: Assessing, Building, Environmental 

Health, Engineering, Recycling, Forestry, Police, and Utilities. That’s up 7% from 2021. We also 

began work at the end of 2022 on our ninth CityView app: Planning. 

 

We don’t track every single addition or change to our CityView apps. That being said, we made over 

16 substantial enhancements across all of them in 2022, mainly new map layers and tools. You can 

view details about these updates on the Intranet. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://staff.brooklynpark.org/city-view-gis/#latest-updates
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Public maps 

We link to over 40 web maps, story maps, dashboards, and more throughout our city website. In 

2021, People viewed our public maps 72,557 times. That’s down 9% from 2021. Looking 

monthly, the biggest slump in 2022 compared to 2021 was in March through May. We don’t have a 

good hypothesis why views would have dropped so much, but we’re also not terribly concerned as we 

continue to see healthy traffic among our most popular maps. 

 

 
 

The most popular public maps in 2022 were: 

 

 
 

Combined, these maps account for 47% of all public map views. They’re also the same 

most popular maps compared to 2021, with Curbside Cleanup switching with Development Projects 

to be this year’s top viewed map. 
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Neighborhood Information 

Neighborhood Information is our flagship public mapping application. It contains over 50 property-

specific data points, all tied to a simple address search. An average of 20 people a day viewed 

the app, down 13% from last year. This is the second year in a row with a double-digit 

percentage drop in views. 

 

 
 

21% of visitors viewed the app on a mobile device, down 3% from 2021. This app has had a long and 

successful lifespan since it was first launched in 2015. Given its performance, we think it’s likely time 

to sunset it, at least in its current form. More to come in 2023! 

Testimonials, press, and presentations 
2022 was a more inward facing year for training and presentations, but we got out into the bigger 

world with one award and finally getting back to teaching GIS in the K12 classroom! 

 

Presentations 

May BP Learns: Get to Know Microsoft Planner 

July BP Learns: Get to Know Microsoft Forms 

Aug BP Learns: Your Friendly Neighborhood CityView 

Oct BP Learns: Get to Know Microsoft Power Automate 

Oct MN GIS/LIS Polaris Leadership Award 

Nov BP Learns: Onboarding (guest speaker) 

Nov GIS Day at Highview Middle School in New Brighton 
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Onward to 2023 

As we start feeling more comfortable using Experience Builder, we’ll continue exploring what 

public GIS tools can look like. Many of our public maps can and should continue to be map-

centric, but there are some fun and exciting opportunities to rethink others. In particular we’ll begin 

replacing our legacy story maps ahead of them moving to mature support with Esri. 

 

We began the migration to ArcGIS Pro for our published web services in 2022 and will complete 

the migration to the Pro publishing engine in 2023. We will also begin the transition to 

Pro for our ArcGIS users with some introductory training. 

 

One specific application we will reflect on and (hopefully) replace is our Neighborhood Information 

app. It will be a great chance to rethink what a central property information hub could look 

like! 

 

On the big picture side, we’ll continue to develop a citywide data strategy, starting with getting 

our GIS house in full order with updated documentation. From there, we hope to begin to connect 

with IT to look at establishing a citywide data repository. That work will take multiple years, but 

we hope to lay some groundwork in the next twelve months. 

 

Lastly, we’ll work with the Strategic Management Coordinator to prepare for beyond Brooklyn 

Park 2025 by assessing our current collection of data indicators tied to community goals. This 

includes helping to create new, sustainable dashboards that we can more easily update each year 

and ensure are well documented. 

 

 

View this report online 
In case you decided to print this report, you can access it online at https://gis.brooklynpark.org/report/. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://gis.brooklynpark.org/report/
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Supplemental: work area descriptions 
These were the descriptions we used for each work area in 2022. They are not all-inclusive, but they 

cover most of the types of work we did in GIS. 

 

Category Description 

Planned Work 
▪️ GIS user support 
▪️ projects using one-time or existing data (PDF maps, data analysis, etc.) 
▪️ daily operations (emails, invoices, metrics tracking, etc.) 

Unplanned Work 
▪️ something done broke 
▪️ reactive mode stuff 

Strategic Work 
▪️ big picture / long-term planning 
▪️ policy and strategy writing 
▪️ other thinking work 

Innovation 
▪️ work on new technology/platforms 
▪️ implementing new datasets 
▪️ building new tech, tools, or workflows 

Meetings 
▪️ weekly team and one-on-one meetings 
▪️ other meetings not tied to project work 

Training 
▪️ web courses, blogs, webinars, etc. 
▪️ networking 
▪️ demos 

Other Comms Work 
▪️ weekly briefing and misc. website or intranet updates 
▪️ liaison work, other team support on non-GIS projects 

 


